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Company Contact Information
Address: 950 Meadow Gold Lane, Cincinnati, Ohio 45203
Phone Number: 800.884.6697 | 513.451.9227
Fax Number: 513.451.9366
Website: www.SCREENEZE.com
Email: support@screeneze.com

PART 1: HIS CULTURE
HISTORY OF COMPANY
Ray Bass, the inventor of SCREENEZE®, was frustrated with all of the available products and methods for screening a porch. Ray was installing screens
on his own porch when he noticed a pucker in several panels after attaching the
finish cap. When he attempted to remove the screen, he broke the cap and ripped
the screen. He was left without an extra piece and forced to go back to one of the
“big box” stores and retrieve a new one.
Ray knew there had to be a better way. He wanted a system that was
self-stretching but above all, easy to repair or replace a torn screen. Ray started
to work with different materials and fastening ideas. After several years, Ray
landed on the idea of a two-part system. The base secures to a traditional timber framed porch and a cap that when pressed on, secures and stretches the
screen fabric. His concept became a reality and the idea became the patented
SCREENEZE®sytem, in 2002.
In 2003, custom home builder, Dave Seuberling, was approached with
SCREENEZE®. Having 25 years in the building business, he knew the frustrations
with screen porches and was interested in seeing what this product had to offer.
Once Dave saw this product installed, he realized how it would revolutionize
screen porch installation, as well as, push the limits on normal requirements and
limitations on design. He believed! Since, Dave took the reigns he has expanded
our product portfolio. In addition to SCREENEZE®, we now have Flatbar, Wedge,
the Plinth and SNAPTRACK by SCREENEZE®.
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PART 2: PRODUCT INFORMATION
SCREENEZE® SYSTEM

WHAT IS SCREENEZE®?
SCREENEZE® is a no-spline screen porch system featuring an aluminum base and vinyl cap that snap together to
secure screen fabric.
It comes in 8’ and 12’ lengths in Bronze, White, Sand & Clay.

ALUMINUM BASE
• Solid 6061 aluminum alloy
• Temper T5
• Baked on polyester paint
• Size: 3/4” x 3/4”, 8’ or 12’ in length

VINYL CAP
• Window grade virgin vinyl
with UV inhibitor
• Size: 3/8” X 1/2”, 8’ or 12’ in length

SYSTEM FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Expansive Panels Up To 150 Sq Ft
• No Splines | No Staples
• No Stretching Required
• Self-Tightening
• Interior or Exterior Installation

• 10 Year Limited Warranty
• No Call Backs
• Small Product Profile
• Easy Screen Replacement
• Screws Included

Compatible With:
Flatbar, Wedge, Corner & Flush Plinth
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PART 2: PRODUCT INFORMATION
SCREENEZE® CUT SHEET

SCREENEZE® | THE NO-SPLINE SCREEN PORCH SYSTEM
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Features & Benefits
• No Spline | No Staples
• Span Openings Up To 150 Sq Ft
• Self Tightening | Self Stretching
• Easy To Replace Damaged Screen
• Reduce Call Backs
• 10 Year Limited Warranty
• Screws Included
• Install On The Inside, Outside Or
Center Of Your Porch Post/Rail Design
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INSTALLATION
• Installation instructions included in shipping tube
• Visit our website for more info: SCREENEZE.com/

SPECS
• PVC Vinyl Cap made of window grade virgin
vinyl with UV inhibitor
• Aluminum Base made of solid aluminum alloy
• Baked on polyester paint
• Color coordinated screws included
• Aluminum Base: 3⁄4” x 3⁄4”, 8’ or 12’ in length
• Vinyl Cap: 3⁄8” x 1⁄2”, 8’ or 12’ in length
• Made in the USA

Click To Print Cut Sheet
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PART 2: PRODUCT INFORMATION
SCREENEZE® MOUNTING DETAILS

Corner or Flush Mount
SCREENEZE® can be installed on the inside, outside or center of the porch post/rail design. A Corner Mount
installation is placed on the inside or outside corner of the post. A Flush Mount Installation is placed on the
inside of the post (ex: drink rail, plant ledge). This can be done with the cap facing the inside or the outside
of the porch.
Flush Mount

Corner Mount

Note: The beveled edge of the vinyl cap will
ALWAYS face the screen fabric/opening
Click To Print Mounting Details
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PART 2: PRODUCT INFORMATION
SCREENEZE® CORNER MOUNT DETAILS
Exterior Corner Mount

Interior Corner Mount

Click To Print Mounting Details
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PART 2: PRODUCT INFORMATION
SCREENEZE® FLUSH MOUNT DETAILS
Exterior Flush Mount

Interior Flush Mount

Click To Print Mounting Details
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PART 2: PRODUCT INFORMATION

SCREENEZE® PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
SCREENEZE® & SNAPTRACK PRODUCT SPECS
Aluminum Base Channel

BRONZE | WHITE | SAND | CLAY

• Solid 6061 aluminum alloy
• Temper T5

• SCREENEZE® - Baked on polyester paint

SCREENEZE®

• SCREENEZE® - 3⁄4”x 3⁄4” | 0.062” thick | 8’ or 12’ in length
• SNAPTRACK - Powder coated
• SNAPTRACK - 3⁄4” | 0.062” thick | 8’ in length

SNAPTRACK

PVC Vinyl Cap

• Window grade, virgin vinyl with UV inhibitor
• SCREENEZE® - 3⁄8”x 1⁄2” | 8’ or 12’ in length
• SNAPTRACK - 3⁄4” | 8’ in length
•

SCREENEZE® Screws

SCREENEZE® Screws

SNAPTRACK Screws

High tensile strength carbon steel metal to wood fastener
• #10 thread
• 11⁄4” in length
• #8 size head
• Square drive #2 bit
• Tech/drill design for easy penetration through metal
• High thread for faster drilling
• 1000 hour salt spray coating
• Color coordinated with SCREENEZE®

•

Countersunk flat head
• #6 size head
• 11⁄4” in length
• Phillip drive
• Wood screw
• Stainless steel
• Hidden under vinyl cap when installed
• 1000 hour salt spray coating

1,000 HOUR SILVER RUSPERT®
Our screws have a three-layer coating consisting of (1) a metallic zinc layer, topped with a (2) chemical conversion film
layer, which is finally covered by a (3) baked ceramic surface coating. The finished parts have a dull silver color and will
withstand a minimum of 1,000 hour Salt Spray test.

HOME
Click To Print Specs
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PART 2: PRODUCT INFORMATION
PLINTH MOUNTING SYSTEM

TO MITER OR NOT TO MITER...

SCREENEZE® can be installed by mitering the corners or doing square cuts (straight cuts). If
the installer decides to do square cuts, they will need to use Plinth Kits on the corners. There
are two types of Plinth Kits: Flush Mount and Corner Mount. Depending upon how the installer decides to install SCREENEZE®, Flush or Corner, they would use the corresponding Plinth
Kit. One Kit per opening. Available in all four colors.
Corner Plinth

Flush Mount Base

What is included in a Plinth Kit?
Plinth Corner Kit

Plinth Flush Kit

• 4 Plinth Corners
• 4 Stainless Steel Screws

• 4 Plinth Flush Bases
• 4 Plinth Corners
• 12 Stainless Steel Screws

Compatible With:
SNAPTRACK Face Mount
SCREENEZE® Flush & Corner Mount
Arch System | Flatbar

Compatible With:
SCREENEZE® Flush & Corner Mount
Gazebo System | Wedge
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PART 2: PRODUCT INFORMATION
PLINTH CUT SHEET

www.SCREENEZE.com
800.884.6697

PLINTH MOUNTING SYSTEM
NO MORE MITERS | EASIER CORNERS | FASTER INSTALLATION

CORNER MOUNT

FLUSH MOUNT

Plinth Corner Kit Includes:
4 Corners, 4 Screws

Plinth Flush Kit Includes:
4 Corners, 4 Bases
12 Screws

Compatible With:
SNAPTRACK Face Mount
SCREENEZE® Flush & Corner Mount
Arch System | Flatbar

Available Colors:
BLACK WHITE SAND

Compatible With:
SCREENEZE® Flush & Corner Mount
Gazebo System | Wedge

CLAY
PLINTH
FLUSH BASE

PLINTH
CORNER

PLINTH MOUNTING SYSTEM
ELIMINATES MITERING
ALL SQUARE CUTS | SINGLE SAW SET UP | NO MISTAKES

Click To Print Cut Sheet
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PART 2: PRODUCT INFORMATION
SNAPTRACK SYSTEM

WHAT IS SNAPTRACK BY SCREENEZE®?
SNAPTRACK is a patented no-spline screen porch system featuring an aluminum base and vinyl cap
that snap together to secure screen fabric. It comes in 8’ lengths in Bronze, White, Sand & Clay.

ALUMINUM BASE

VINYL CAP

• Solid 6061 aluminum alloy
• Temper T5
• Baked on polyester paint
• Size: 3/4”, 8’ only

• Window grade virgin vinyl
with UV inhibitor
• Size: 3/8” X 1/2”, 8’ only

SYSTEM FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Hidden Screws!
• Pre-Drilled Aluminum
• Expansive Panels Up To 150 Sq Ft
• No Splines | No Staples
• No Stretching | Self-Tightening
• Install From Interior or Exterior

• Install to Face of Post/Column
• 10 Year Limited Warranty
• No Call Backs
• Small Product Profile
• Easy Screen Replacement
• Screws Included

NOTE: SNAPTRACK has a “T” shaped aluminum base
SCREENEZE® has an “L” shaped aluminum base
Compatible With:
Corner Plinth
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PART 2: PRODUCT INFORMATION
SNAPTRACK CUT SHEET
SNAPTRACK by SCREENEZE®
Screws Hidden
Under Cap!

BRONZE

WHITE

SAND

CLAY

Small Product
Profile!

620 lbs
7 Days

Screen Stays
Tight!
Features & Benefits
• No Spline | No Staples
• Span Openings Up To 150 Sq Ft
• Self Tightening | Self Stretching
• Pre-Drilled Aluminum
• Reduce Call Backs
• 10 Year Limited Warranty
• Hidden Screws!
• Install To Face Of Post/Column
• Compatible w/ Corner Plinth Kit

INSTALLATION
• Installation instructions included in shipping tube
• Visit our website for more info: SCREENEZE.com/

SPECS
• PVC Vinyl Cap made of window grade virgin
vinyl with UV inhibitor
• Aluminum Base made of solid aluminum alloy
• Baked on polyester paint
• Color coordinated screws included
• Aluminum Base: 3⁄4”, 8’ length
• Vinyl Cap: 3⁄8” x 1⁄2”, 8’ in length
• Made in the USA

Click To Print Cut Sheet

Click or Scan
For More SNAPTRACK Info
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PART 2: PRODUCT INFORMATION
SNAPTRACK MOUNTING DETAILS

FACE MOUNT ONLY
SNAPTRACK by SCREENEZE® can only be installed to the face of the porch post/rail design. It can still be
installed from the interior or exterior. When installed from the exterior, the only thing your will see from the
interior is the screen fabric. The beveled edge of the vinyl cap will always face the fabric/opening.

Exterior Face Mount Install

*Top View

Interior Face Mount Install

*Top View

E Details
Click To Print Mounting
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PART 2: PRODUCT INFORMATION
ARCH SYSTEM | FLATBAR

WHAT IS FLATBAR?
SCREENEZE® Flatbar has a bendable aluminum base. It allows the installer to build arched openings
without a template and there is no metal bending equipment required. Available in 8’ lengths in all four
colors.

Available Colors:
BRONZE | WHITE | SAND | CLAY

S C RE E N I N
ARCHED OPENINGS!

Features & Benefits
• Allows You To Do An Arched Opening
• Field Built With No Template Required
• Fits True 1/2 Round (Minimum 36” Radius)
& Soft Radius
• No Metal Bending Equipment Required
Compatible With:
SCREENEZE® Flush & Corner Mount Install

INSTALLATION
• Installation instructions included in shipping tube
• Visit our website for more info: SCREENEZE.com/

SPECS
• PVC Vinyl Cap made of window grade virgin
vinyl with UV inhibitor
• Aluminum Base made of solid aluminum alloy
• Baked on polyester paint
• Color coordinated screws included
• Aluminum Base: 3/4”, 8’ in length
• Vinyl Cap: 3/8” x 1/2”, 8’ in length
• Made in the USA

Click To Print Flatbar Cut Sheet
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PART 2: PRODUCT INFORMATION
GAZEBO SYSTEM | WEDGE

WHAT IS THE WEDGE?
Gazebos are traditionally built with six or eight sides. Corner posts are placed at specific angles, 22.5° or 30°.
SCREENEZE® requires all sides of the screened area to be square. The Gazebo Screen Installation System is an extruded PVC Wedge that creates the square plane needed for SCREENEZE installation. “The Wedge” is only required
on the vertical columns. It can be installed with mitered corners or with the optional Plinth Flush Kits. Available in
Black & White in 8’ lengths only. 2” screws and brad nails (for securing wedge to post) included.

USE WITH SCREENEZE® TO CREATE THE
CORRECT ANGLE FOR AN EASY INSTALLATION!

Gazebo Wedge
SCREENEZE®
Aluminum Base
SCREENEZE®
Viny Cap
Screen
Fabric

Available Colors:
Black | White
8’ Lengths Only

US PATENT NO: 9487999

Features & Benefits
• 8’ Lengths Only
• White & Black Only

INSTALLATION

• Squares Opening For Easy Installation

• Installation instructions included in shipping tube
• Visit our website for more info: SCREENEZE.com/

• Compatable Only With Flush Mount Install

SPECS

• For Use With Six & Eight Sided Gazebos
• Install With Traditional Miter Or Plinth
Mounted SCREENEZE®
Click To Print Wedge Cut Sheet

• PVC Vinyl made of window grade virgin
vinyl with UV inhibitor
• 2 “ screws included
• Available in 8’ Lengths Only in Black & White
• Made in the USA
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PART 2: PRODUCT INFORMATION
SCREEN FABRIC

Our Systems can be installed with a variety of screen fabrics. We carry fiberglass
and vinyl coated polyester screens. We do not recommend using metal screens,
true pet screens or heavy solar screens. If you are using a screen fabric that is
not on our list, please contact us if you are unsure that it will work.
The four numbers assigned to each fabric, for example: #1814, refers to the
number of squares per square inch of screen fabric. So, Fiberglass #1814 has 18
openings across and 14 openings down per square inch of screen fabric.

H EL P F U L T I P S :
The two basic differences when it comes to screen fabric choices are:
durability vs visibility. If visibility is most important, we recommend Bettervue®,
UltraVue®2 or Fiberglass #1814. If durability is most important, we recommend
TuffScreen® or Textilene® Nano™ 50. Some customers are worried that the vinyl
coated screens will lessen their view. You still get a great view with them!
However, from the outside looking in, they will appear darker (added privacy).

SCREEN FABRIC DESCRIPTIONS
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PART 2: PRODUCT INFORMATION
SCREEN FABRIC

UltraVue® 2
• Mesh Size: #1818
• Fabric Thickness: .009”
• Material: Polyester Core Yarn
• Manufacturer: Phifer®
• Superior openness provides increased airflow and more
optical clarity for a crisper outward view
• Made with Water Shed Technology™ - keeps the screen
cleaner longer and clear of water for maximum viewing clarity

BetterVue®
• Mesh Size: #1818
• Fabric Thickness: .011”
• Material: Fiberglass
• Manufacturer: Phifer®
• Greater openness provides better airflow and more natural
light, fresh breezes and optical clarity
• Made with Water Shed Technology™ - keeps the screen
cleaner longer and clear of water for maximum viewing clarity

Fiberglass Pool & Patio
• Mesh Size: #1814
• Fabric Thickness: .016”
• Material: Fiberglass
• Manufacturer: Phifer®
• Good outward visibility and air ventilation
• Durable and long lasting
• Extra strength and visibility
18

PART 2: PRODUCT INFORMATION

SCREEN FABRIC
INSECT | No-See-Um Screen

• Mesh Size: #2020
• Fabric Thickness: .016”
• Material: Fiberglass
• Manufacturer: Phifer®
• Tightly woven to keep out smaller flying insects like
no-see-ums, gnats and sand flies
• Provide daytime privacy

TuffScreen®
• Mesh Size: #1713
• Fabric Thickness: .024”
• Material: Vinyl Coated Polyester
• Manufacturer: Phifer®
• Heavy-duty screen for high traffic areas and harsh weather
• Pet resistant and built to last
• 10 - Year Warranty from Phifer®

Textilene® nano™ 50
• Mesh Size: #1714
• Fabric Thickness: .021”
• Material: Vinyl Coated Polyester
• Manufacturer: Twitchell®
• 50% UV blockage
• No UV fading or flaking
• Stronger resistance to punctures & tears
• 15-Year Limited Warranty from Twitchell
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PART 2: PRODUCT INFORMATION
SCREEN FABRIC

BEST

BETTER

GOOD

FAIR

N/A

FEATURES

PRODUCTS

Air
Flow

Curb
Appeal

Daytime
Privacy

Durability

Insect
Control

Pet
Resistant

Sun
Control

Reduces
Fading

BetterVue®

N/A

N/A

N/A

UltraVue® 2

N/A

N/A

N/A

Fiberglass
#1814

N/A

N/A

INSECT #2020
No-See-Um

N/A

N/A

TuffScreen®
Textilene®
nano™ 50
BEST

BETTER

GOOD

FAIR

N/A

*N/A indicates product is not applicable or
recommended for this feature
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PART 3: SALES TOOLS
POS

800.884.6697

INSTALLATION COMPARISON
TRADITIONAL | THE OLD WAY

16’X12’ SCREEN PORCH
22 Panels | Restricted Views

BETTER WITH SCREENEZE®

16’X12’ SCREEN PORCH
14 Panels | Partial Views

THE SCREENEZE® PORCH!

Save Time
& M o n ey O n
Every Job!!
16’X12’ SCREEN PORCH
Just 3 Panels!!

U NO B ST R UCTED VI EWS !
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PART 3: SALES TOOLS
POS

620 lbs
7 Days

Screen Stays
Tight!
SUPERIOR STRENGTH
SCREEN PORCH SOLUTION
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PART 3: SALES TOOLS
POS

STANDARD PACKAGING DETAILS
5 Piece Tube of 8’ SCREENEZE® Includes:
5 - 8’ Vinyl Caps
5 - 8’ Aluminum Bases
50 Color Coordinated Screws
40 Total Linear Feet
Actual Tube Size = 104”x2”x2”
5 Piece Tube of 12’ SCREENEZE® Includes:
5 - 12’ Vinyl Caps
5 - 12’ Aluminum Bases
75 Color Coordinated Screws
60 Total Linear Feet
Actual Tube Size = 151”x2”x2”
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PART 3: SALES TOOLS
POS

SCREENEZE® SHIPPING INFORMATION
1 - 5 piece 8’ SCREENEZE® tube

1 - 5 piece 12’ SCREENEZE® tube

Dimensions: 104” X 2” X 2”
Weight: 11 lbs

Dimensions: 151” X 2” X 2”
Weight: 15 lbs

TUBES ARE BUNDLED INTO 6 PACKS
THE TRIANGLE SHAPE PREVENTS
TUBES FROM SHIFTING ON SKID
EACH END IS LABELED WITH NUMBER
OF PIECES & LETTER FOR COLOR

CUSTOM SKIDS
Material is shipped on 9’ & 13’ custom skids
Skids are durable & should not crack during shipping
We suggest the use of a fork lift extension due to weight
Skids range from 1,000 lbs - 1,700 lbs
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PART 3: SALES TOOLS

AVAILABLE MARKETING MATERIAL
Available Marketing Material
SAMPLES

All POS is shipped free of
charge with stocking orders

SCREENE ZE®

SNAPTR ACK

FL ATBAR | ARCH SYSTEM

WEDGE | GA ZEBO SYSTEM

screen fabric samples
available upon request

PRODUCT BOOK
contains installation photos & product info

18”X24” POSTER

TRI-FOLD BROCHURE

DOUBLE SIDED
DEMO FRAME
VINYL BANNER
X- FRAME

2’x5’ w/ grommets

10”x17.5”
attached to wall
or use w/ included stand

Looking For More Info?
www.SCREENEZE.com
Instructions
Sales Sheets
Mounting Details
Virtual Tours
BIM/REVIT Links
Installer/Dealer Search
Contact support@screeneze.com
with questions or requests

PLINTH RETAIL
DISPLAY

WINDOW DECALS
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PART 3: SALES TOOLS
LINKS TO POS

SCREENEZE®

PLINTH MOUNTING SYSTEM

• Instructions
• Cut Sheet
• Mounting Details
• Product Specifications
• Warranty

• Cut Sheet

SNAPTRACK by SCREENEZE®

ARCH SYSTEM | FLATBAR

• Instructions
• Cut Sheet
• Mounting Details
• Warranty

• Instructions
• Cut Sheet

OTHER
• Cutting Tips
• SCREENEZE® vs Comp
• Request Forms
• HIS ITEM NUMBERS

GAZEBO SYSTEM | WEDGE
• Instructions
• Cut Sheet

FACE BO O K | I NSTAG RAM | T W IT T ER
PI NTE RE ST | YOU T U BE | L I N K ED I N
VIDEOS
• SCREENEZE® - The No- Spline Screen System (Draw Shop)
• SNAPTRACK by SCREENEZE® (Draw Shop)
• Flush Mount or Corner Mount? (Draw Shop)
• SCREENEZE® - Interek Wind Test Approved (140 mph)
• SCREENEZE® - INTERTEK Wind Test - Full Video
• Double Sided Frame Demo
• SCREENEZE® Corner Mount Install with Plinth Install
• One Product, 4 Applications
• Wedge Install w/ Plinth Kits
• Wedge Install w/ Miters
• ALL VIDEOS
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PART 3: SALES TOOLS
FAQS

What tools do I need to install SCREENEZE®?
Rubber Mallet, small pry bar or 5 in 1 tool, utility knife, standard drill, tape measure, 10” or 12” miter saw with
the appropriate blade.
What blade is recommended? LENOX 10-in 52-Tooth Continuous Carbide Circular Saw Blade
What type of drill should I use? We recommend a standard drill. Impact drills have too much
torque. We recommend predrilling a 3/16” hole at your marked centers.
What drill bit size should I use for SCREENEZE®? 13/64
Installing Screen – always start at the top, then bottom, then sides. Do not stretch the screen fabric.
SCREENEZE® will stretch the screen for you.
Can I attach to masonry?
Yes, use tapcon screws and paint to match. We can send paint, or use Rustoleum High Heat spray paint.
Can you paint SCREENEZE®?
Yes. Use high heat paint and do not paint the fins of the cap.
Can I use your screws in salt air?
SNAPTRACK SCREWS - YES. SCREENEZE® SCREWS - NO. We do not recommend the SCREENEZE® screws
for use in salt air – they will rust. They need to purchase stainless steel screws. We can provide touch up
paint.
What do I use to remove the vinyl cap?
“LiL” Pry Bar or 5 in 1 painters tool to remove cap.
Can you install on traditional stucco?
Yes, but get longer screws to ensure that it penetrates the wood.
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PART 3: SALES TOOLS
FAQS

Can you install on treated lumber?
Yes, SCREENEZE® has been installed on pressure treated wood for 15 +years with no issues.
How do I install SCREENEZE® when the post has a baseboard on the bottom (or top)?
You would need to cut a piece of wood or composite decking that is the same thickness as the baseboard
and attach it to the column to even that space out. The other option is to remove the baseboard, install
SCREENEZE® and then add the baseboard back to the column. You would have to butt the baseboard
against SCREENEZE®.
Can you install SCREENEZE® on triangles?
Yes, just miter the corners to that degree on the porch.
How large of a panel can I install?
Up to 150 Square Feet - SCREENEZE® does not limit you to forty square feet or a width of 3 feet. You can do
a 10’ x 15’ panel with SCREENEZE®. Visit the Gallery to see pictures. If you are attempting a large panel (over
75 sq ft), we recommend using Phifer Fiberglass #1814, TEXTILENE® nano 50 or TuffScreen®.
I’m not a contractor, can I install SCREENEZE®?
You need carpentry skills to install SCREENEZE®. Review installation instructions to determine if you are
comfortable with the steps.
Can I do a Flush Mount on the sides and Corner Mount on the top and bottom?
No, you cannot mix flush and corner mount on one panel.
How much excess screen fabric do I need to install SCREENEZE®?
4” - You may not need this much excess; however, this is a safe amount for your first installation and for
estimating material.
30

PART 3: SALES TOOLS
FAQS

Can I use metal or aluminum screen fabric?
We do not recommend it. It is difficult to install because it does not have the elasticity that fabrics have and
it can also grate the fins on the inside of the caps making them useless. Metal screens can also dent and
rust. Fabrics are the best choice for the SCREENEZE® system.
Are there any screen fabrics you do not recommend?
We do not recommend most solar screen fabrics or true pet screen because of the thickness and we do not
recommend metal screens. When choosing screen fabric other than what we offer, please contact us if you
are unsure if it will work with the SCREENEZE® system.
What should I use to clean the screen fabric?
The manufacturer that supplies us with our screen fabric recommends cleaning them with a mild soapy
solution and rinse well. You should avoid hard scrubbing.
If I go in the middle of the opening with Flatbar how can I fasten the screen?
You are going to have to add some trim to the header. You will use traditional SCREENEZE® on the bottom
and sides and Flatbar at the top with a piece of AZEK trim.
Can SCREENEZE® withstand hurricane force winds?
SCREENEZE® has been tested to withstand wind gusts up to 140 mph.
How much do I need to stretch the screen when installing?
You DO NOT want to stretch the screen when you are installing SCREENEZE®. SCREENEZE® self-tightens.
When you hammer the cap on, it will stretch the screen for you. If you stretch the screen too much, it will
cause tension and the caps will eventually pop off. You just want to make sure that it is square on your opening and not sagging.
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PART 3: SALES TOOLS
FAQS

Can your system be retractable?
No.
I need to take my screens down to paint are they hard to put back up?
You would be re-installing everything. You would have to buy new screen fabric because when you install,
you have to leave enough to trim off. You best option would be to paint around them. If you do take everything down, be sure to mark each piece so you know exactly where to re install each piece.
Can you attach to siding?
No.
Does it matter which way you run the screen?
No, it can run either way, but, keep it consistent throughout the installation.
We live in a coastal area, so we need to use stainless screws. Can you provide the specs
(size, length, type) for the screws used for a SCREENEZE® installation?
The screws that come with the SCREENEZE® system are 1 1/4” in length. You will want to get #10 stainless.
We can provide touch up paint.
Do you have any installation videos?
Yes, please take a look at our YouTube Channel.
.
Can SCREENEZE be used for the guard rail? We have a deck that is 10’ high.
SCREENEZE® is not rated for fall protection. If the code calls for a railing, then you would have to use one.
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PART 3: SALES TOOLS
FAQS

Would a non-pro be able to install your product easily?
Well, it is hard to say without knowing the person. Some handy homeowners are able to install it with no
problems. I would recommend looking over installation instructions and watch our YouTube videos to see if
you would be comfortable with the installation.
What are the relative advantages/disadvantages of the corner mount vs the flush
mount?
I would say the only advantage to doing a corner mount is that is may be slightly easier to install. Other than
that, it just depends on the porch. Sometimes you have to do a flush mount if you do not have a corner to
attach to. Either way it will be secure.
Can you provide me with Tips and Tricks to stretching and trimming the screen?
You DO NOT want to stretch the screen when you are installing SCREENEZE®. SCREENEZE® self-tightens.
When you hammer the cap on, it will stretch the screen for you. If you stretch the screen too much, it will
cause tension and the caps will eventually pop off. You just want to make sure that it is square on your opening and not sagging. Please click this link below and watch this video (give them YouTube Video Installation
with corner plinths). You will see someone installing the screen and trimming the screen.
Can the SCREENEZE® system be mounted onto Azek trim?
Yes.
Do all of your products have a 10-year warranty?
No - SCREENEZE® warrants the Aluminum Base and Vinyl Cap. Phifer carries a warranty for TuffScreen® and
Twitchell carries a warranty for Textiline® nano 50.
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Can I use SCREENZE® for my house windows?
No, SCREENEZE® is a fixed screen porch system. It is not intended for use on standard windows. In the event
of an emergency, you would not be able to get out unless you had a knife handy to cut through the screen
fabric.
I am installing SCREENEZE® to the floor of my porch. What do I do about water drainage?
How does it drain?
Well, the screen fabric itself will shield some of the rain from entering the porch. You can put washers under
the aluminum base and/or drill holes in the base to allow for drainage.
If I have a run longer than 12’ how do I accommodate that?
You can butt/splice pieces together to make a longer run. Some people like to offset the cap. However, that
is completely up to you.
Our floor is slightly sloped (1/8” per foot) the openings will not be perfectly square. Will
this cause any problems?
You will need to find the correct angle in the corners to make the miter cuts or you can use the plinths.
Do you have recommendations on how to bend the aluminum?
The Flatbar is bendable. There is no metal bending equipment required. It may not seem that way with that
small of a piece, but it does bend.
Do you recommend removing the screens for winter? Or is it best to leave them in until
they are worn from age? Is there any type of clear vinyl sheeting that is compatible with
SCREENEZE® that could be used to turn a screened in porch into a 3 season room?
We do not recommend removing the screens for winter. However, we do know that people have done it
before. I know that people have used a product called Flex-O-Glass - Manufacturer: Warp Bros.
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Looking at your Gallery, it appears that the color of the screen fabric varies quite a bit.
Some seem dark and some seem very light. Do the screen fabrics come in different colors
or shades?
We only carry black screen. Some are thicker than others making them appear darker or lighter - the lighting on the porch is also a factor.
Why don’t you predrill the SCREENEZE® aluminum bases?
We have no idea what size panels people are going to do so it is not helpful to predrill. SNAPTRACK by
SCREENEZE® is predrilled.
Can you adapt your screen system to round columns, and how if you can?
Yes, you can install our system on round columns. You just need to make sure that the aluminum pieces are
in the center of the column.
Can your system be installed from the inside of 2nd floor?
Yes, you would need to do an interior flush or corner mount. Please refer to our mounting details for more
information. This is beneficial because you can avoid scaffolding.
Do you sell partial rolls of screen fabric?
No, we do not. We only sell full rolls.
What is the best, or recommended screen type for installation?
There is not one screen that is the ‘best’. It really comes down to customer preference. The vinyl coated
polyester screens such as TuffScreen or Textiline Nano 50 are stronger and more durable than fiberglass
screens. However, if a customer wants the best view possible and isn’t worried about durability, then they
would be fine with Fiberglass #1814 or BetterVue.
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We have a problem with grasshoppers chewing through screen in our area. What screen
would you recommend?
In our experience, grasshoppers tend not to chew through the vinyl coated polyester screens – Textilene
nano or TuffScreen.
I ran out of screws. Why don’t you provide more?
There should be plenty of screws included. We provide 10 screws per 8’ piece and 15 per 12’ piece in
SCREENEZE® tubes. Make sure you are not placing them too close together. They should be 2” from each
end and then every 10” to 12”.
We have recently installed your product on a screened in porch and the exterior mitered
corners are not fit tight. Is there anything you can recommend to fix this?
You could fill it in with caulk or silicone.
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“Everyone once in a while you come across a product that is designed so well it is darned near perfect for it’s purpose. I installed a fair amount of SCREENEZE last year and was extremely happy with the result. We are in a snow
belt and we thought that we would chance having the screen up for the winter without any protection. We are on
a cliff with pretty good exposure to wind etc. We also just used the normal insect screen so that visibility would be
not hampered. It all came through with flying colours. Congratulations on a product that is elegant and very fit for
purpose.”
- Ian | Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island, Canada
“Happy with product. After more than 3 contractors told us we had to install cross braces to screen in our porch
we were getting frustrated. We did not want to obstruct our view of the water. Finally one of the contractors mentioned SCREENEZE but had not used it so couldn’t recommend. We have a 12X40 porch and the largest “panel”
is 6’2”W X 14’H. We tried it in a 6’X12’ section first and waited. Hurricane Florence gave us 50+ knot winds and
the screen never stretched. We now have entire porch done for about a year and we even left extra screen around
edges expecting some sag. So far no sag in all but one of the panels (Smallest one). With 2 panels 6’X14’ and no
framing and no real sagging (yet), we cannot be happier. If we had not held out... My wife and I installed it ourselves over a couple of weeks. Taking our time and it could not have been easier. One of our criteria was to be able
to replace screening from the deck (about 11 ft off ground) That makes “outside” roof ridge about 25’ from ground.
We are not getting younger and able to replace screening from inside the deck was big plus. Again can’t be happier. Just felt I had to say so.”
- Scott | Apex, North Carolina
“Just finished screening in a porch with your SCREENEZE and THRILLED with the results! My son and I had never
tried anything like this. We screened a covered two side open porch. About 170 feet of screen in 7 rectangular sections. Largest section was about 6’ x 8’. Used flush mount method with plinths. First section came out perfect with
a nice tight screen which really surprised us. Did our homework. Watched lots of videos. Predrilled pilot holes and
did not try self tapping method (which was good for us). We give you five stars for being easy to work with, good
instructions, lots of helpful resources, GREAT screen finish, and better than expected results. Thanks so much!”
- Steven | Salisbury, North Carolina
“I wanted to share some photos of a project that we recently completed in Lincoln NE utilizing your product. I had
never used SCREENEZE before and was very pleased with the results. It installed easily, provides for a extremely
functional final product and it looks fantastic. Rarely do I stumble across a new product that works as well as your
did and for that thank you.”
- Matt | Lincoln, Nebraska
“My name is Lenny Klein owner of Klein Custom Builders in Birmingham I just wanted to say we love the product
we install it on all of our screen porches. We get a lot of good feedback from it being able to give the customer
large openings for viewing it’s a great selling point.”
- Larry | Birmingham, AL
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Thank You For Reading
For Further Questions,
Contact Us!

CHECK OUT OUR
RECENT BLOG POSTS!
From DIY Porch Projects to Best Porch Lighting Techniques,
there is something for everyone on our Blog Page!
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